Quenched probes for highly specific detection of cellular RNAs.
Nucleic acid-based RNA detection is a promising field in molecular biotechnology that is leading to the rapid and accurate identification of microorganisms, diagnosis of infections and imaging of gene expression. The specificity of short synthetic DNA probes raises the hope of distinguishing small differences in sequence, ultimately achieving single nucleotide resolution. Recent work using quenched fluorescently labeled oligonucleotide probes as sensors for RNA in bacterial and human cells has overcome several difficult hurdles on the way to these goals, including delivery of probes to live cells, accessing RNA sites containing a high degree of secondary structure, and eliminating many sources of background. Two new classes of quenched oligonucleotide probes, molecular beacons and quenched auto-ligation probes, have shown the most promise for in situ RNA detection. High-specificity detection, at the single-nucleotide resolution level, is now possible in solution with these classes of probes. However, for applications in intact cells, signal and background issues still need to be addressed before the full potential of these methods is achieved.